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Corrupt Actors in the Government, in Universities, 
and at the EIC Worked with Big Tech  

to Censor Americans 
By Joe Hoft, Published December 31, 2022 at 6:40pm 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/12/corrupt-actors-government-universities-worked-big-tech-censor-
americans-crime/ 

CCPO Note:  The “Twitter files” recently released by Elon Musk provide indisputable proof of what informed people already 
sensed – our government colluded, in partnership with universities and other entities and“Big Tech” to keep important 
information and facts from the American public since, at least, the last presidential election.  This analysis by well-known 
journalist “Kanekoa the Great,” is a brief overview of findings from the latest Twitter “dump.”  History demonstrates that 
censorship and propaganda are two powerful tools of despotic, totalitarian regimes and those seeking to become one.  This is 
another of many signs that the globalists are pulling the strings, in cooperation with our own U.S. government, to enslave the 
masses under a satanically inspired system that they control.  From Scripture, we know that the result is not the “utopia” 
they envision for themselves, but a “great tribulation, such as has not been since the beginning of the world until this time, no, 
nor ever shall be” (Matthew 24:21).  Jesus will soon take His Church to be with Him – Are you ready? 

Kanekoa the Great is back on Twitter and he released an incredible thread on the efforts of the Deep State 
to censor conservatives on Twitter.  This thread wouldn’t be complete without mentioning the censorship of 
The Gateway Pundit on the site.   

 

The Gateway Pundit was one of the biggest targets by the EIP. 
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The DHS corrupted the mission of CISA and began targeting good Americans who love this country.  CISA 
partnered with the EIP to censor sites like … 

To read this article in its entirety, go to: https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/12/corrupt-actors-
government-universities-worked-big-tech-censor-americans-crime/ 
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